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Abstract. The EU FP7 project INTUITEL provides a novel adaptive learning
environment, which is neither test-driven nor curriculum-based. Although based
on ontologies, it extends these by an innovative concept of learning pathways
and a subsequent ranking algorithm. The resulting environment is in line with
pedagogical models and cognitive theories and will be integrated in five different
market leading learning platforms.
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INTUITEL Overview

Adaptive learning environments have reached a point where the underlying technologies and educational principles are mature enough to actually create a financial and didactic benefit on a larger scale. Although significant scientific progress has been made
over the years [1–4], respective broad range solutions are just beginning to compete
with established platforms. Existing systems for adaptive learning are either
– test-driven, i.e., making use of learner testing to identify knowledge gaps or learning styles, which are then used to create personalized learning pathways by hiding
or adding sub-elements; or
– curriculum-based, i.e., relying on the a-priori availability of fixed, already heavily
annotated course material, which makes it impractical for teachers to create new
adaptive courses using their own material or material from other sources.
In contrast to these existing systems, INTUITEL4 is controlled by (i) the learning behavior of its learners, therefore addressing and improving the learning experience and
(ii) the intentions and educational experience of teachers, giving them the freedom to
design their courses in different ways to customize them on their specific target audience. To this end, INTUITEL employs a layered set of ontologies:
– A Pedagogical Ontology (PO) as the broad pedagogical background knowledge and
vocabulary to non-intrusively enhance learning material.
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– A second ontological layer, the Cognitive Map (CM), for a particular domain of
knowledge. The versatility of this approach was shown by successfully creating
four prototype realizations for the domains General Didactics, Network Design,
Computer Programming and Radar Basics as well as a methodology for creating
such maps.
– A third ontological layer, the Cognitive Content Map (CCM), which relates a particular learning content to the CM for this domain.
– A Learning Model Ontology (LMO), which defines additional attributes for the
dynamic enhancement of CMs and CCMs with didactic aspects.
– As the foremost learner-specific layer, a Learner State Ontology (LSO), which is
automatically generated from data gathered about the learner, reflecting his current
state and behavior.
This hierarchy allows for a clean separation of a didactical model into macro and micro
level learning pathways, differentiating between global strategies and local tactics [5].
Such a multi-level approach is also known in the GRAPPLE system [4], but there the
ontological core consists of a user model.
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Semantic Aspects of INTUITEL

The usage of ontologies for TEL has been suggested quite some time ago [6], most implementations use them to derive a partial ordering of Knowledge Objects (KO) along
the simple sequencing specification of SCORM [7]. More advanced concepts of learning pathways have been discussed before, but concrete implementations so far are either
prototypical or moving into the direction of a programmed learning environment [9].
INTUITEL moves beyond this, proposing an extension of the ontology based approach
that takes into account more advanced characteristics of a learning pathway such as
modular and/or nested composition [10].
We consider an observed learning pathway as a piecewise linear curve joining all
subsequently reached cognitive positions in a multi-dimensional cognitive space[11].
Several different predefined learning pathways, each following a distinct didactical concept and described in the ontological hierarchy, are then compared to the observation.
Deviations between the observed cognitive position and these predefined pathways may
be used to provide metacognitive feedback to the learner. On this basis the INTUITEL
system calculates a set of possible next recommendable cognitive steps along these various predefined learning pathways [12].
These are then ranked according to Didactic Factors (DFs), also defined in the ontological hierarchy to be (more or less) fulfilled by the knowledge objects presented to the
learner We hereby distinguish hard criteria (like e.g. language, which must be spoken
by the learner) and soft criteria (like e.g. media preference) to attribute a rank to each
of these next recommendable cognitive steps [13].
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Pedagogical Aspects of INTUITEL

INTUITEL provides a concise and clear recommendation to the learner within his ordinary LMS, but he may still decide to follow this recommendation or not. Depending

on the situation, even a natural language dialog with the learner is carried out. While
still following the AHAM meta-architecture [2], the system therefore deviates from a
simple sequencing approach rather dramatically, opening a larger didactical space to
learner and teacher and leading to a much higher flexibility of concepts [14]. Following
our approach one may e.g. re-use the same course material for a course following the
Inquiry Based Science Education (IBSE) paradigm [15] as well as for more traditional
approaches.
The freedom of choice is considered one of the major advantages of self-paced TEL
by the younger generation. In preserving this freedom, INTUITEL is targeted at increasing the acceptance of TEL on a broad scale. The teacher (or course engineer) hereby
acquires a rather non-intrusive role, where he may anticipate learners of completely different type moving through the content. The system therefore is a novel application of
the Theory of Planned Behavior [16] to man-machine interaction.
Moreover the integration of learner and computer actually may bee seen as a hybrid
actor of the Actor Network Theory (ANT), partially deriving its skills from the learner
and partly from the computer [17].
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Innovation from INTUITEL

INTUITEL does not constitute a novel LMS, but is introduced via a flexible and openly
specified interface into five different leading eLearning platforms (eXact LCMS5 , Clix6 ,
Crayons7 , ILIAS8 and Moodle9 ) and already now has a huge potential user basis.
A newly developed SLOM format for the association of metadata with learning
content allows to perform the semantic enhancement without impairing the usage of
this content in non-INTUITEL systems. To this end, INTUITEL also provides a tool
suite for editing and import from other formats into SLOM.
The metadata concept of INTUITEL also provides the basis for an innovative treatment of learning resources: Learning resources anywhere on the internet may either be
linked together without touching them, or be imported into a SLOM file. It is therefore
possible to create personalized courses in a global virtual repository, no need exists for
collecting and assembling learning resources into a single real repository [18].
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